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PLOT

QUESTIONS ARE BORN OUT OF CONFLICT. . .
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Plot is your story’s structure. It’s what keeps the audience engaged. And
it serves the simple purpose of asking a question to the audience that they
want to see answered.A strong question means more engagement.

A plot consists of three acts: a beginning, middle, and an end. Developing a
question—a core question—is what leads your viewer from the beginning, to
the middle, to the end.



THREE PARTS TO THE CORE QUESTION

THE 25/50/25 RATIO
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1. ASK 3. ANSWER2. ACCEPTANCE
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The ask is the question
born out of conflict. It’s the
challenge the character faces.

Whatever the length of your 
story, try to structure it as 25% 
beginning, 50% middle, and 
25% end. This isn't arbitrary. 
Using this ratio maximizes the 
journey for the viewer, making 
them really feel the ending—
the answer.

The acceptance is the character 
making the decision to persist
—to accept the challenge of
the conflict.

The answer is the
resolution to the question.

25% 25%50%



FINDING YOUR CONFLICT
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MAN VS. MAN MAN VS. SELF MAN VS. SOCIETY

MAN VS. TECHNOLOGY MAN VS. NATURE MAN VS. SPIRITUAL
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MAN VS.
 MAN                   SELF                SOCIETY               MACHINE               SPIRITUAL              NATURE
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1. ASK 3. ANSWER

2. ACCEPTANCE
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BUILD OUT YOUR CORE QUESTION

When did your character
and conflict come together?

What was the moment the
character decided to persist?

What will the resolution
to the question be?



CONFLICT LEADS TO JOURNEY
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